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impacts lives in the Philippines
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A rebel group leader in the Philippines turned on his
radio and was captivated by what he heard. He listened
while the radio program’s host, a pastor named E. B.,
told a Bible story. After the story was finished, the pastor asked questions and invited listeners to call in and
discuss what they had gleaned from the story. “Mr. E. B.,
I liked that story and want to hear more,” said the rebel
leader when he called in. He told the pastor where he
lived, and E. B. knew it was a notoriously dangerous area.
“If you’re not afraid, come tell us another story. Bring
food,” the rebel continued. E. B. accepted the offer and
traveled to the rebel group, where 30 families were gathered, anticipating his arrival. “I gave stories from morning until midnight; they wouldn’t let me go to sleep,”
recalled E. B. But after he gave the account of Philip baptizing the Eunuch in Acts 8, the villagers stopped him.
“Why don’t you baptize us?” they asked. “Ten people
were baptized that day,” E. B. recalled. “There are now
two churches and an oral Bible school there. The rebel
leader recently told me that he’s not against the government anymore. He said, ‘We’ve been trying to change the
government by fear and terror, but now we see that only
God can change the hearts of men.’”
Equal Opportunities
E. B. graduated from a Bible college in the Philippines and
taught there for several years. Then, after learning a method of chronological Bible storytelling and Inductive Bible
Study, called Simply the Story (STS), he began his own
Oral Bible School (OBS) using STS. “OBS is designed to
teach the doctrines of God through the stories of the Bible
in an oral way. It enables anyone—regardless of literacy
skills—to inductively study the Bible,” explained Angela,
an STS workshop leader. In order to graduate the sixmonth program, students must accurately tell 200 Bible
stories—2,900 verses—without using a Bible and demonstrate an understanding of each story.
In 2010, two years after he started his first OBS in his
living room, E. B. was given a one-hour time slot every
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Saturday on the radio to share the Bible using STS. The
radio station was barely known at the time but has since
become the third most listened to station in the country,
and E. B.’s on-air time has increased to four hours each
week. The results, E. B. shared, have been tremendous:
people are learning about Jesus and surrendering to Him
as Lord and Savior. “They are hearing Bible stories over
the radio and thinking critically about the Word, then going home and retelling the stories to family and friends
because God’s Word is in their heart,” said Angela. E. B.
added, “Then they call me to start an OBS in their area.”
Three months after E. B. shared Romans on his radio program, he received a call from a prominent leader of a cult
group. “I want you to know that I’ve been listening to you.
The stories are easy to understand. I know in my heart that
I’m changed,” declared the leader. While on-air, he pronounced, “I am not under the law anymore but am under
the grace of Christ.” The leader began sharing the Bible
stories with members of his cult, and together they decided to transform their meeting place into a church. “We
named the church ‘The Gospel of Jesus Christ’,” the leader
exclaimed. “All the credit goes to God—it’s a testimony to
the power of His Word,” said Angela. “E. B. doesn’t preach
that anyone is doing wrong; he just gives them God’s Word,
and they measure their hearts and thoughts to the Word
and realize they are doing wrong and need to change.”

Above: Students of an oral Bible school gather for Inductive Bible Study.
Below left: Before a Bible lesson, believers in the Philippines worship God.
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Below right: E. B., a Bible college graduate and now a pastor, teaches young men
how to share and study Bible stories. E. B. oversees several oral Bible schools
and churches.

For the word of God is living and powerful, and sharper
than any two-edged sword … and is a discerner of the
thoughts and intents of the heart. Hebrews 4:12
“I was wearing a shirt with a picture of a skull on it,” began
E. B. “I met a young man who told me he liked my shirt.”
In order to explain his attire, E. B. used a Bible story. He
shared the story of Golgotha, where Jesus was crucified.
Five months later, the man called E. B. on the radio. He
asked, “Are you the man who gave me a story? I want you
to know that my family and I go to church now and are
believers in Christ.”
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